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Veterans Sweep Away Women’s Doubles Title 

 

Day 2 of the Senior Championships dawned bright and early with the Men’s and Women’s doubles 
events starting off the day.  

 

In the Men’s Category, Jeremy Hazin (ON) and Bryan Ho (AB) managed to defeat the duo of Lester 

Lee (BC) and Jeremy Lau (BC) in a tense four game match to secure themselves the champion titles.  

 

In the Women’s Category, Barbara Chiu (BC) and May Tong (ON) impressed everyone by playing 

their way to the top step of the podium, defeating the first seeded pairing of Alicia Cote (QC) and 

Leisy Jeminez Medina (QC) 3-2 in the finals.  

 

Chiu, a coach in Vancouver and Tong, also a coach in her hometown of Toronto, had previously 

partnered together back in the early 90’s to win the Women’s Doubles title at the Canadian 
Championships; just two weeks ago, they came back from Las Vegas where they’d won the silver 
medal in their category at the World Veteran Championships.  

 

When asked how they began their table tennis careers, the two elaborate on how the sport crossed 

ways with their personal lives.  

“Once we started our families, we had to quit,” Tong explains. “But recently we’ve come back and 
we [both] really enjoy it. Table tennis is a great game.”  
 

Armed with experience and years of developed skill, the two women faced their younger 

adversaries without any qualms. Chiu, a long pip user, and Tong, a medium pip user, confirm that 

their choice of unconventional rubbers works well for them. They assert that the added 

unpredictability that pips cause on the spin of the ball can wreak havoc for a younger player who is 

used to playing with and against smooth rubber. 

 

“Younger players are very fast, so we have to [be smart] and [play with] timing and placement. The 

rubber distracts them,” Tong says.  
 

“Our strategy was very clear. We kept the same strategy from beginning to the end.” And this 
strategy appeared to be working when they had a 2-0 lead—but then Medina and Cote caught up 

by winning the next two games. They continued their original strategy anyway, steady and unfazed. 

“We [still] kept the same strategy, but [also] tried playing more close to the table.”  
 

When asked whether they have ambitions for the upcoming Women’s Singles event of the 
tournament, Chiu laughingly admits she’s relieved to be finished—at least this year. Tong will be 

entering the event, however, and she exhibits an ample amount of respect for her opponents. “All 
the players are so good, [so] I’m just going to try my best.”  


